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NOTICE OF MEETING 

 

The next meeting of the Branch will be held on the 21st April at the  Melbourne Camera Club Building, cnr. 

Dorcas & Ferrars Sts  South Melbourne at 8pm.   This will be a Member’s night.   

 

  

The May meeting  will be on the 19th  which will also be a Member’s Night.                   

 

Raffles and supper as usual. 

 

Dr. John Healy, co-author of Bivalves of Australia Vol. 2, has been appointed Curator of Molluscs at the 

Queensland Museum.  

 

New Zealand Shell Show Auckland – 2009 Hosted by the Conchology Section of the Auckland Museum 

Institute.  http://nz_seashells.tripod.com/ 

Date of Show is the 27th – 29th March 2009  at the Pakuranga Community & Cultural Centre, 13 Reeves Road, 

Pakuranga Auckland. 

Contact Details.  peter.poortman@xtra.co.nz  or post your contact details to:  The Organiser, 26 Pendlebury 

Street, Waitakere 0604, New Zealand. 

 

A video presentation on Conotoxins shown by Dr. Bruce Livett at the March meeting will be recorded in the 

next Bulletin. 
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More name changes 
 

Salinator fragilis and S solidus are common gastropods of the embayments and estuaries of Victoria.  However, 

following a detailed study of the animals and shells of these and similar looking species from the Australian 

coastline (Golding, Ponder & Byrne, 2007), there have been described new families, new genera and new 

species, some of which affect the Victorian fauna. 

 

Salinator Hedley, 1900 still belongs to the family Amphibolidae.  The type species, fragilis (Lamarck, 1822), 

has a distribution from Port Phillip, Victoria to Perth, southern WA, and also southern Tasmania.  A new 

species, tecta  Golding et al., 2007), with distribution from Brisbane, Qld to Adelaide, SA, including northern 

Tasmania is  separated off "primarily by the distinctive mottled pigmentation on the head".  In tecta, the head is  

cream or pale yellow, with a distinctive triangular patch of dark pigmented transverse stripes on the anterior 

central snout, and mottled black pigment covers the head and foot.  In fragilis, the head is grey, with a black 

stripe on the center line of the snout.  S. tecta is recorded in the paper as from "Lakes Entrance, Kalimna, 

saltmarsh".  Two further species of Salinator are also described:  S. rhamphidia Golding et al, 2007 from 

Botany Bay and Hawkesbury River, central NSW, and S. rosacea Golding et al., 2007) from the Darwin area, 

NT and Wyndham and Derby, northern WA.  As an aside, the name Salinator is masculine, and the new species 

names should be tectus, rhamphidius and rosaceus in agreement.  

 

Salinator solidus has now been made the type species of a new genus Phallomedusa Golding et al., 2007, in the 

new family Phallomedusidae ,which together with another new family Maningrididae and the old Amphibolidae 

constitute the superfamily Amphiboloidea. Phallomedusa is distinguished from Salinator by the lack of a sinus 

on the outer lip of the aperture, the zigzag pattern on the shell, the hollow keel on the inner face of the 

operculum, broad marginal radular teeth, and various features of the reproductive organs.  The distribution of P. 

solida (Martens, 1879) is given as north Qld to SA including NW Tasmania.  A second species P. austrina 

Golding et al, 2007 is described from East Inlet, Sawyer Bay, near Stanley, north-west Tasmania where it co-

occurs with P. solida.  P. austrina is distinguished from P. solida by its enlarged bodywhorl and aperture, 

reduced zig zag patterning (distinct only on spire whorls, obscured or absent on body whorl), and differences in 

the male reproductive organs.  P. austrina probably occurs along the Victorian coastline.  

 

Reference 

 

Golding, R.E., Ponder, W.F., & Byrne, M. 2007.  Taxonomy and anatomy of Amphiboloidea (Gastropoda:  

Heterobranchia: Archipulmonata).  Zootaxa 1476: 1-50. 

Robert Burn  

 

Musculista senhousia 

 

The introduced mussel Musculista senhousia is well established within Port Phillip, especially along the 

western shores and in Corio Bay.  Recent finds extend it much further east. 

 

1. Grantville, Westernport, early 1990s, Jack Austin.  

      Specimens picked up along shoreline. 

 

2. Cunningham Arm, Lakes Entrance, 25th August 2007, Joan Hales. 

Small live-taken specimens, 5-8mm long, well patterned thin shells. 

 

3. Motts Beach (Snowy River entrance), Marlo, 28th February 2006, Robert  Burn. 

      Smallish live-taken specimens, 10-15mm long, well patterned thin shells. Sieved sub tidally in 40-40cm       

water depth on coarse sand and sparse Zostera bottom. 

 

From the inner Corio Bay area of Geelong, large specimens up to 31mm long have been sorted out.  

Exceptional long dead specimens measure up to 35mm in length. 

 

All material has been deposited in the Museum Victoria collections. 

Robert Burn 
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February Meeting Report 

 

This was an interesting members night with several speakers contributing. 

 

Bruce Livett showed a specimen of  Cymbiola pulchra forma woolacottae ( McMichael, 1958) he collected at 

Heron Island. He also had on display a book by Thames and Hudson, "The Shell.  A World of Decoration & 

Ornament". 

 

Chris Bunyard showed a specimen of the oyster Lopha cristigelli  ( Linnaeus, 1758) forma folium, from the 

Philippines. 

Michael Lyons showed a locally collected specimen of Chlamys (Belchlamys) aktinos (Petterd, 1886).  

 

Simon Wilson gave a brief report on a recent trip to Indonesia where he did some diving off the Putcheri Island. 

He showed a very large specimen of Cypraea tigris that he collected there. 

 

Geoff Macaulay showed a selection of land snails he collected on a recent trip to Vietnam. 

 

Lorna Marrow also showed a specimen of Cymbiola pulchra forma woolacottae she collected on Heron Island 

in 1932 when she was 14 years old. 

 

I showed a specimen of Thais haemastoma Lamarck, I collected crawling in shallow water at Gulfport 

Mississippi USA, on 28/6/1986. It was very hot and almost unbearably humid and our first grandson who was 

then 15 months old had his first swim in the sea.  

By contrast I showed four specimens of the limpet Patella aspersa Röding, 1798, that I somehow managed to 

remove from rocks at Thurso, Scotland on 18/11/1980. Thurso is as far north as you can go on the mainland and 

the Orkney Islands were clearly visible in the distance The weather was clear, but freezing cold and my hands 

were so cold and blue that I could not operate the key to open the car door. After staying in Inverness overnight 

we were greeted by heavy snow next morning and snow ploughs were operating all the way on the highway 

down to Perth.  

Don Cram 

A dive & shell collecting report from Port Lincoln May 2007 

 

I found myself travelling to Port Lincoln again in late May for what will almost certainly be my last business 

trip there. I have visited Port Lincoln numerous times since 1989 but it has unfortunately only been in the last 

couple of years that I have put aside some time for shell collecting and scuba diving. My wife Caroline joined 

me for the first few days, her first time to Port Lincoln. For those who haven't been it's a lovely place, a very 

busy thriving working port city with the most millionaires per capita than any other Australian city! 

 

The weather forecast was looking quite good as we landed at Port Lincoln airport near North Shields ~15Km 

out of Port Lincoln. We drove to the Port Lincoln marina where I hired two tanks & weight belt from the ever 

reliable Port Lincoln Diving Services. Nickolette Basford the Shop Manager told me about a new shore diving 

site that they had recently discovered on Port Lincoln's North Shore. So the plan was to dive that site in the 

afternoon followed by a night dive at Louth Bay (Well known Port Lincoln shell diver Peter Clarkson had 

suggested Louth Bay as an area worth exploring). 

 

The dive site on Port Lincoln's North Shore was not easy to find and involved a scramble down a low cliff to 

the water. Caroline had dropped me off at the site and helped me gear up before promising to pick me up in an 

hour or so. The reef was quite flat but the water shallow as I headed out from shore. After about 50m I 

descended into 2 m of water with pretty good visibility (viz) of around 7m. I headed out east into deeper 4m 

water and found low profile reef with nooks & crannies but everything cemented in. Very few molluscs were 

initially seen except for some Chitons, Haliotis cyclobates & H. roei. Quite a lot of fish life and healthy sea 

grass beds as I headed out further reaching a maximum depth of around 5m. My 60 minutes were nearly up so I 

headed back in NW and found some higher profile reef with some nice undercuts. I collected a fresh dead  
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Notocypraea comptonii (with a freak aperture) in 4m of water before surfacing and seeing Caroline standing on 

top of the cliff above the water. An interesting and pleasant enough dive but not very productive for shells from 

my experience. Two hours later I was gearing up to leave for my planned night dive at Louth Bay. Roughly a 

25km drive north of Port Lincoln at the southern part of Spencer Gulf, Louth bay is a lovely spot. I first dived 

here in May 2006 where I visited a site exposed to the open ocean on a day dive and the more protected Louth 

Bay jetty in a small relatively sheltered bay for a dusk dive.I had surveyed the coastline at Louth bay for 

suitable access points earlier that afternoon. It was certainly quite eerie as I parked the car in the darkness. 

There was quite a strong N/ NW wind but the east facing Louth bay was quite sheltered thankfully. After a 

100m walk across a field then down the cliff face to the beach I walked to the waters edge. Two large smooth 

rocks marked the entrance to a small channel. It was very sheltered and an easy and ideal entry point but would 

I be able to find it for the exit!? 

 

The dive in 2006 was quite interesting and I enjoyed exploring the reef structure. On that dive I didn't see many 

shells and only collected a dead Notocypraea comptoni,. but I remembered thinking this might be quite good at 

night. I entered the water and turned on my Shark Shield unit. I descended into 2m of water with quite good viz 

of between 7-10m. Very little swell and no current to speak of, ideal conditions really. I was in an area further 

north than where I had dived in 2006. I immediately saw very interesting reef mixed with sand pockets and 

areas of sea grass. 

 

There were numerous specimens of Phasinella australis & ventricosa crawling on the seagrass and reef areas. 

In South Australia (SA) they always seem larger and rarely flawed compared with those from Victorian waters. 

Resisting the temptation to collect any I swam out further into around 4m of water. Then I saw a specimen of  

Ericusa fulgetrum (quite flawed so I left) crawling on sand near reef. Beautiful looking species and a very 

spectacular animal. This species has a relatively small range from Yorke Peninsula in SA to around Hopetoun, 

WA so it is always a thrill to see one. Moving back to the reef I collected a nice large fresh dead Notocypraea 

piperita and a small brown based Notocypraea comptonii (the only live Notocypraea I found on this trip). As I 

continued swimming I saw a familiar shape a spectacular specimen of Ericusa fulgetrum crawling on reef near 

a small sand patch. This specimen was almost completely orange in colour with very minimal pattern. The 

specimen appeared to be in quite good condition so I collected it. I then swam out over sea grass beds to where 

I calculated a large sand patch area would be. At the edge of the sand patch/ sea grass was rubble. As a shell 

diver when you see rubble it is usually worth exploring, this was no exception. Within minutes I found a 

specimen of Cassis fimbriata. I had never previously seen this species. It was in pretty good shape so I collected 

it. I then saw a couple of Lyria mitraeformis (one of my favorite species) out hunting. I collected the largest and 

best specimen. Amazingly all this was in 4m of water! 

 

Over the sand patch was somewhat eerie as the viz wasn't as good. You also have to trust your compass as it is 

very easy to get disorientated and lost. I saw another specimen of Ericusa fulgetrum but this was flawed so I 

admired and left. Then one of the highlights of the dive a small juvenile specimen of Ericusa fulgetrum out 

hunting. It had caught a gastropod of similar size which I couldn't really identify without disturbing the young 

volute. A magic sight which makes all the effort of diving in cold water worthwhile! I then saw some 

specimens of Amoria undulata which unlike the ones I often see off  Portsea Victoria were in beautiful 

condition. I collected 2 specimens from the 5 I saw on the dive. A further specimen of Ericusa fulgetrum with 

the characteristic lightening pattern (hence it's common name the lightning volute) was observed. I'd only ever 

previously collected two specimens of this species before this dive so I collected this one. 

 

The water temperature was around 15 deg C and after a 70 min dive I was starting to feel it. I checked my air 

supply and headed into shore before surfacing to confirm my bearings. I managed to find the exit quite easily 

and scrambled back up onto shore. What an amazing dive, one of those dives you can look back on when you 

have a bad one to remember why you love diving so much. I had collected 8 specimens for my collection which 

is really unusual for a dive in temperate waters. The walk up the cliff back to the car was not easy and I was 

glad when 30 minutes later I arrived back at the unit in Port Lincoln Marina. I must say my wife Caroline is a 

good sport, especially as I had to wake her up to unzip my semi dry suit! 

 

Saturday night. 

I had an urge to visit a site I had previously dived in both 2005 & 2006, Tumby Bay jetty. Tumby Bay is a nice 

small town about 55Km north of Port Lincoln. On my first night dive there in September 2005 I had seen two  
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leafy sea dragons, collected my first ever live specimen of Lyria mitraeformis and a 135mm spectacular 

specimen of Ericusa fulgetrum. The jetty at Tumby Bay is a long straight jetty that extends out into the bay 

around 400m. At the end you can reach around 7m depth. The lure was too strong so I geared up around 6pm 

and drove for 45 minutes to reach the site. The wind was quite strong blowing onshore but the viz looked good 

so I walked out to near the jetty end and entered the water via a lower platform. Unfortunately the life under the 

jetty was quite sparse. Also the water had a greenish tinge bring viz down to about 3m. I saw very few molluscs 

and no leafy sea dragons. The highlight was a rare striped pyjama squid. After around 80 minutes I started to 

swim back to shore. Highlight was seeing a large Cassis fimbriata feeding, but it had growth flaws and sun 

burnt dorsum so left. Only the second time I'd ever observed this species alive. 

I collected 3 dead bivalve specimens only. I knew I shouldn't but I then decided to do a second night dive at 

Louth bay on the way back to Port Lincoln. 

  

Louth Bay - Saturday night dive... 

Explored a similar area as the night before but I went out further into deeper water finally reaching around 8m. 

Here I found more rubble area's & sea grass beds. These can be very eerie and downright freaky at night but it's 

really all mind over matter! Species I saw included a very large but crabbed Ericusa fulgetrum which I left! 

The first thing I collected was a stunning specimen of Cassis fimbriata crawling on sand amongst reef in 5m of 

water. I think this was a young adult specimen, larger than the one I collected the night before but with a very 

shiny dorsum. As I crossed over a large sea grass bed I came across a coarse sand patch area around a large 

central rock in ~7m of water. I knew this was going to be good. Shells were crawling around everywhere.  

Multiple specimens of Amoria undulata all very nice but I resisted and didn't collect any! Lyria mitraeformis I 

saw 4 specimens including a small juvenile specimen. Two further specimens of Cassis fimbriata were 

observed, both were smaller specimens and flawed so I admired and left. I then saw these large grey white sea 

slugs crawling around. I knew what these were,  Alcospira marginata and there were literally 10's of them out 

crawling with the animal fully extended, a truly spectacular sight. These were somewhat different to the 

Victorian specimens I've seen, paler but larger! I collected a couple of large specimens. Other species which I 

was not familiar with were also out crawling. I collected 2 representative specimens of one of the larger 

gastropods around 25mm long (Geoff Macaulay subsequently confirmed the species as Nassarius particeps). 

Back to shore and another great Night dive, amongst the best I've ever done really. 

  

I must say that from my experience South Australia is certainly one of the best locations for shore diving for 

shells I've done anywhere in the world.  I look forward to any chance to get back to South Australia for a dive. 

                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                            Simon Wilson 

 

MSA Shell Show 

 

The Seventh National Shell Show hosted by the Queensland branch of Malacological Society of Australia  was 

held at the Italo – Australia Centre in Newmarket  Brisbane on the 7th – 9th of of March. The show was a great 

success with large attendances and the usual quality displays, with many dealers offering a large variety of 

shells and books for sale. The Saturday morning program of presentations and video displays was excellent 

with four speakers contributing.   

 

Des Beechy gave a Power Point presentation of the history of the Australian Museum with profiles on the many 

malacolologists /conchologists that have worked there since its inception. People such as Hedley, Brazier, Cox, 

Iredale, Joyce Allan, through to Winston Ponder were discussed and their contributions to malacology were 

highlighted. 

 

Dr. Peter Duncan gave an excellent presentation on the endemic cowry species of Easter Island . Images of the 

Island were shown, including reefs surrounding the Island taken on his recent visit. Easter Island is the most 

isolated land mass being around 3000kms from Chile and Tahiti and much speculation has existed as to the 

origin of species such as C.caputdraconis,C.englerti and the recently described Cribrarula garciai, Lorenz and 

Raines. Specimens of this beautiful cowry were for sale on the table of one dealer.  Peter and a co-worker are 

currently conducting DNA studies on caputdraconis in an on-going study of this isolated group. 
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Dr. John Healy the recently appointed Curator of Molluscs at the Queensland Museum gave a very interesting 

talk entitled “Shells in Antiquity“ showing images of shells or drawings of shells found in ancient ruins such as 

Pompeii and Egyptian tombs.  

 

Dr. Richard Willan of the Northern Territory Museum gave a detailed account of the multi-million dollar effort 

to eradicate the invasive species Mytilopsis sallei, the black-striped “mussel” from the Cullen Bay Marina in 

Darwin. He also spoke of his role with authorities in keeping other invasive species from establishing here in 

Australia. The second part of his talk was advice to collectors on the regulations of bringing shells both dry and 

with animals inside into Australia. 

 

Saturday evening was the shell show dinner where prizes were awarded to the winners in each category and on 

Sunday morning a very successful sell swap and buy session was conducted. Overall the show was excellent 

and congratulations are due to all involved in its planning and presentation.  

Don Cram   

Snails linked to outbreak 

 

At least 70 people have been diagnosed with meningitis after eating raw half cooked snails in Beijing 

restaurants. The China Daily said five patients were in hospital in a serious condition. Many fell ill after eating 

a snail dish called fushouluo. 

 

The Amazonian snails have been found to harbour parasites that can harm the nervous system, leading to facial 

paralysis and meningitis. Tests on snails taken from one restaurant found several were infected with a 

meningitis- causing parasite called Anglostrongylus cantonensis. 

 

It can take a month for symptoms to appear after eating a raw snail, with the first case diagnosed in June. 

 
Taken From MX news 22/8/2006. 

  


